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Title: Unstuck 

Number: 47222 

Award: 3 STARS 
 

This is a well-made, intelligently-written film supported by a good story and 
convincing acting performances. 

The story starts with a chance meeting - boy meets girl. We’re shown a brief 
story of their subsequent romance in a stylish, cine camera-style sequence, 
ending in their break-up. We arrive at the woodland scene of Martha’s intended 
suicide and the appearance of the mysterious and sensitive Stuart Little. And 
it’s here where the story seems to begin in earnest.  

Technically the film was good. Camera work throughout the film was generally 
good. Pictures were sharp and generally well composed. Original music used 
throughout the film was good. Titles and credits were professional. There was 
good acting from all of the actors involved but particularly from Livvie. 

There was a fair mix of camera angles but we felt there could have been greater 
variety, with some shots being held for perhaps too long, particularly in the 
conversations between Martha and Stuart. 

The chosen locations were good, that for the final scene overlooking the town 
being particularly striking. The script was intelligently written. It was dialogue 
heavy and demanding upon the actors, but they handled it fairly well. Martha 
and Stuart’s communications seemed almost exclusively verbal; we would have 
like to see more non-verbal interaction between the two. 

Audio was fairly well handled throughout. There were occasions were dialogue 
was quiet or competed with the score, or suffered from slight wind noise.  

Thank you, Stuart Little, for helping Martha come to her senses, and thank you 
Jasper for entering your film into the BIAFF competition and supporting the 
event. We wish you every success in future projects and hope to see more of 
your work in future.                      

Simon Sumner on behalf of: 

Judging Panel: Simon Sumner, Howard-Smith AACI, Terence Patrick 
FACI 
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